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03:48.34

BRIAN

hey everybody I am so excited today I have my what my very best friend. On the show.
This is my friend Brad Hawk you already know about him because I've already told you
about him but I am just so excited to introduce it to him because um, first of all,
he's probably going to spill the beans about way too much about our relationship but
also because as an artist I just like who he is and how much I've learned from him.
Ah. Both as a human being and also as a coach and so I'm so glad you're here. Brad
welcome to the show.

04:23.36

Brad

I'm so happy to be here I'm so excited to get to be a part of what you've been doing
now for so long and I've only been able to sort of watch it happening.

04:27.17

BRIAN

Thank you I appreciate you saying that so Brad's coming into us from Chicago at the
merit Lincoln Shire theater why don't you tell us a little bit why you're there. Why
we why we're recording this from a theater in Chicago.

04:40.22

Brad
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Oh it's a good question. Um, so the Marriott lincolnageshire is the largest
subscriber base of any theater in the country. They have just a huge number of people
that come to see the shows here I'm about a half an hour outside of Chicago north of
the city. Um, so it's a little bit of a hall to get here. But. Ah, the Marriott has
been around as a theater in Chicago for I want to say maybe at least forty years so
it's really sort of ah a staple um theater destination for audiences and. You know
it's one of the few theaters that is consistently hiring local actors to perform in
musicals as opposed to the tours that are coming through town. You know like the big
productions. They happen downtown just for a month or 2 at a time. Um, so it's
meaning I'm doing hello dolly here right now which is a lot of fun. Um. And you know
it's really meaningful for me to be here because my earliest theater memories growing
up like when I was in high school were coming to see shows here I will never forget
seeing Sweeney Todd for the first time at this theater and the Marriott's cool it
seats about 900 people. It's not a huge theater but it's in the round. And so it's
just wonderful because you're so close to the actors you're so close to the action
and I think I saw that production of sweeney child like maybe 4 times when I was 16
or seventeen years old I remember begging my parents to borrow the car so I could
drive up here just to see the show again. So it's very meaningful to.

05:54.73

BRIAN

Wow.

06:06.54

Brad

To be here and you know everyone's follow. You think maybe there's like a young Brad
Hawk sitting out there who's watching the show going? Oh my god I want to do this and
that to me is the most exciting part.

06:19.64

BRIAN
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That's awesome. That's awesome and so brat I love the history of this of course Brad
and I have history everybody who's listening we met when we were eighteen years old
at northwestern university used to play the piano for my voice lessons. Sorry Brad
um, and ah so yeah I wasn't that bad. Okay, so.

06:31.93

Brad

Um, still still recovering. Ah you really weren't You weren't at all.

06:37.60

BRIAN

Really wasn't at all. Um, so I can for anybody who doesn't really understand what a
music director does can you just fill anybody in so I can really help people connect
the dots to how where you're using your brain like where your zone of Genius is a
little bit.

06:49.49

Brad

So um, you know I'm fortunate because as you already know Brian I sort of am able to
operate in numerous spheres at the same time. So when I'm working as a music doctor
like on this production I really am just responsible for. You know in the rehearsal
process teaching the music to the actors because this obviously is a production
that's being crafted just for this theater and these actors it might involve making
some edits or changes to the score to adapt it to what our production needs to be
then I'm conducting the shows. Um, you know 8 shows a week and you know sort of
responsible for maintaining the sound quality of the singing and of the playing of
the instrumentalists and and in the theater. Um, but you know as we've talked about
before as you know Brian I do a lot of work. Um. As a music supervisor as an arranger
as an orchestrator so I kind of have my fingers in a lot of different pots which has
been a helpful thing when it comes to sort of the ups and downs of of our careers and
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environments and covid and all that type of thing to be able to sort of. Um. Morph
into different versions of myself when I need to.

07:59.12

BRIAN

Yeah, and one of the things I just because there's what everyone full disclosure like
I would be in my bedroom and Brad would be at the desk in our in our apartment that
we shared in New York city and he would be arranging the music for listat on
Broadway. And I'd be like quit tapping the keys on the piano so hard or the keyboards
hard because I could hear his fingers tapping these so like arranging so what I'm
curious about is when you're on when you're hired to be a music director I'm sure
you're not the only person who faces this kind of like struggle challenge like since
you kind of know all these other hats that you could possibly be wearing on this
individual. Production when you're hired to be in your in your zone and not all of
the zones. Do you have a difficulty with like oh I have something I want to say over
there or like how do you navigate that or are you finding yourself at the echelon of
productions that you're at where like those kind of conversations are welcomed where
it's like a little bit easier to say hey I noticed this and what is that like for
you.

08:50.50

Brad

Yeah, it's a good question and there isn't sort of 1 one answer the first thing that
comes to mind though is you know without wanting to sort of age myself here having
done it enough times.

08:51.86

BRIAN

Ah, you navigating that a lot.
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09:08.93

Brad

In so many different roles and so many different capacities even if like. So for
instance in a hello Dolly I'm just functioning as just the the music director and and
the conductor. Well, all of those other positions that I'm in that I'm sort of
interfacing with um. I've done so many of those and I've seen so many people do those
roles in different ways that it gives me um I hope sort of a creative empathy and
sort of ah a personality empathy in the sense that even in those moments when I'm
thinking Oh God I Really think that ought to be done this way. It would be better.
Um, it just. Allows me to stay a little more patient and just to appreciate what that
person's going through because yes, I'm still going to see many new things I've never
encountered in my career but I've also seen enough things enough times that I can be
like oh yes, brother been there I know how hard that is. So when it is time to have
those conversations to say you know without wanting to you know, sort of Pull rank I
think there could be a better way to do this. It makes that conversation so much
easier because I have empathy with the other person I have empathy even in dealing
with like the actors in my production.

10:11.10

BRIAN

And.

10:18.78

Brad

Have more empathy in dealing with them because I I understand but what they're going
through. So um, yes, sometimes it can be frustrating but more often than not it just
helps that I've been there and done it and seen other people do it and succeed and
sometimes not succeed and to try to to bring that gentleness to the conversation.

10:35.13
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BRIAN

Yeah, wow, that's you're you're more patient than many people I think and also but
also the empathy being your tool. There is such not what I would have expected as an
answer because you know listening to this podcast are a lot of actors. A lot of the
other creative types of people. And these are areas where you can be on a set and be
like these people. This is a freaking shit show like and I could do that better than
they can and that your empathy helps you stay out of that mindset and also keeps you
in your own lane in a way and I like that the fact that it elevates the conversation.
Um wanted to ask you so you kind of open the door here. You've worked with some
pretty fancy people. Um, and it's no small thing being a music director for a show on
broadway more than once can you tell us a little bit about like you know so you've
worked on new pieces and pieces that have existed like right now you're in hello
dally been around forever right? You've also worked on Mary Poppins first time ever
on the broadway stage. So my question for you is in all of this new and. New pieces
and older pieces who are some of the people that really stand out as moments that
were memorable to you or taught you something that you might be able to share with
us.

11:38.90

Brad

um um I think I would divide that answer into 2 categories. 1 of the categories would
be the performers I've worked with because I just got a chill thinking about it. Um,
there's something to me that is so.

11:54.63

Brad

Inspiring about working with a performer who is able to on the 1 hand completely
throw themselves into the role allow themselves to be vulnerable allow themselves to
be open but then at the same time still be relatable as a person. So. You know? Yeah
I think of someone like Vicki Clark who if if you don't follow a bra we you may not
who know who she is but um, she won the Tony Award for her role in light the piazza a
number of years ago. Just a fabulous performer who I finally got to work with a few
years ago and um I found myself so inspired by her because she brought such an
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intensity to her work but also balanced it with such an approachability and such sort
of an ease and an enjoyment of the process. Um, and. For actors. The stakes are the
highest for them than for anyone else because they have to be so vulnerable. So when
I find performers actors who are able to balance those two things I find that really
really inspiring and maybe even makes me a little jealous like how do you do that?
How can you be so open and vulnerable and.

12:45.31

BRIAN

And.

13:02.76

Brad

And willing to try anything and then not be crazy the same topic. Um and then and
then the second category would be you know directors and and writers that I've worked
with um you know I think about you know I talk about my friend John card often. Who
was the original director of late miserables. Um, and you know he's such a welcoming
creative spirit. Um, he again in terms of balance is able to balance all of his
responsibilities as a director as far as sort of maintaining the room. Maintaining
the shape and the feeling of rehearsal and at the same time making everything feel so
collaborative and that no idea is ever a bad idea I've never worked with someone
before I mean talk about being jealous I've never worked with someone before who. So.

13:49.66

BRIAN

And.

13:57.40
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Brad

Absolutely consistently allows every idea in the room to be heard and I don't mean
that there are times when someone like myself will suggest something and they'd be
like I don't know if that's quite but there's always the consideration of it and I'm
I appreciate that generosity of spirit so much. Um.

14:08.92

BRIAN

And 4 wait can I just interrupt you there because I just think it's so you know
everyone will say I like someone who's collaborative I like someone's collaborative I
like someone's collaborative and yet at the end of the day you do need someone to
steer the ship. Otherwise it looks like crap on stage or crap on screen or whatever
and so it's interesting to hear you say that because John clearly has.

14:17.21

Brad

Yeah.

14:31.32

BRIAN

Ah, vision based on the shows that we've seen him do and yet to have this really
balanced approach to a willingness to consider an idea I think that's really
fascinating so working next to him I can see why you'd feel jealous I can see how
that'd be difficult to to hold on to something and also be open.

14:48.77

Brad
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Yeah, and I think it just comes from a place of sort of Calm. Um sort of like a calm
quiet certitude that he does have a vision for what he thinks will work best for the
show but that the clarity with which he can. Hold that vision also allows him to take
and consider other ideas in the room and not be threatened by it and not think well
what if they get credit or not think is it better than I would have done it. He's
always wanting to make the final product. The best. It can be.

15:11.47

BRIAN

Huh.

15:19.12

BRIAN

Yeah, yeah, that's why that's I mean I just so you guys I've met John before because
I was with Brad in Tokyo when he was working on name of the show remind me the name
of the show and I said which is 2 men all 2 men 2 gentlemen ever.

15:28.30

Brad

For that. It was a Knight's tale based on the on 2 Noble Kinsman this airplay

15:37.60

BRIAN

But is it 2 gentlemen of Verona made into a musical is that what it is take it.
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15:41.38

Brad

Ah, it's um, it's 2 Noble Kinsman is the name of the Shakespeare play. Yeah lesser
known a love a hoary chestnut as we like to call it. Yeah.

15:45.16

BRIAN

Oh got it great a lesser known piece. Ah yes, um, ah so Brad we have to talk about
gray gardens because you worked on the very first incarnation of gray gardens and you
and I became gray garden aphiles.

16:01.15

Brad

Out out.

16:02.66

BRIAN

And aficionados and could probably recite the entire movie to each other right now
which we will not bore the audience with Well'll try not okay little e um, but can
working with Christy Nebrasol and a show from the beginning q tell me a little bit
about when you're brought in for a show when it's really at its baby stages is there
a difference in the way you show up.

16:06.56

Brad
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Okay, great.

16:20.39

BRIAN

Um, imagining.

16:23.12

Brad

Yes, because you have to show up I think you have to show up from a place of total
curiosity because you know getting back to sort of the John cared factor what we were
just talking about. Um you know.

16:39.62

Brad

John is not only curious about what's going to make the show best but he's curious
about the characters in that show of course but he's also curious about the people
who are creating those characters and I feel like that curiosity of wanting to
understand a little bit. The people that you're working with um and to have empathy
with them. That all sort of connects to sort of a general curiosity. Um, so I sort of
feel like I like to go into rehearsals on a new project like I think of myself as
like Sherlock Holmes with a magnifying glass that I'm just always looking for clues
to help me understand like what's the story real about really about. What do I think
this director really wants it to be about what's going on with these performers. Why
is this hard for them. What's happening and I just ask lots and lots of questions and
try not to have too many sort of declamatory if that's a word sort of statements of
knowing what things are going to be um. And to me that's my favorite part the sort of
the creative curiosity is ah man it's my sweet spot I just love it.

17:39.68
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BRIAN

Yeah, ah and when you're so when you're doing that is there an end you you answer
this so I might be pushing you to say the same thing so you tell me are you mostly
leaning into what's the writer's intention. What's the writer's intention. What's the
writer's intention because often when we talk about Tv film scripts. That's what an
actor would be looking for.

17:47.71

Brad

Your product or think.

17:57.13

BRIAN

What's the writer trying to mostly for Tv like what is a writer trying to show me is
that most often the person who everyone is turning to or is it is that Not how that
vibe is.

18:06.33

Brad

I think you're always straddling a line but I think you're right that sort of the the
priority usually especially at the beginning is what is the story that the writer is
trying to tell and hopefully if the writer's alive and they're there. You can ask
them talk to them about it. A lot. Um, I'm working on a new, very new project for
Chicago Shakespeare theater that we're going to start in November and I'm working
with a playwright named Lauren Gunderson who just a couple of days ago so they sort
of came out with ah a news feature that she tied with lynnnotage for the most
produced playwright.
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18:41.44

BRIAN

Wow. Okay, wow.

18:42.38

Brad

In the world. So she and you know my job on that project is to work with the composer
a young guy named Je Kwame um and of course my focus is on developing the score
developing the sound of the show making sure songs are in the right place being sure
the right person singing but none of that can happen unless I understand what
Lauren's vision for this show was so we finally had our first Zoom meeting last week
for all of us to meet and start to put our heads together and the first thing I asked
Lauren I was like you just. Forgive me for this being basic sort of signing question
but can you just tell me why you wrote this piece because every decision we're going
to make of the music team needs to be in support of your vision. But even more
importantly than the vision is the why did you write it. Why did this idea excite you
because I want to make sure the music.

19:21.11

BRIAN

And.

19:35.31

BRIAN

Yeah, when you're asking those questions is that So there's you know there's part of
your work here is technical like this is a whole note. This is a quarter note This is
how things have to be held and then there's this part of your work that is much more
I don't know touchy-feely foundational. We should have this we you want to bring like
we've talked about how you.
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19:36.20

Brad

Supports that? yeah.

19:53.44

BRIAN

Once said to Autummart Channel bring more of a bardo to your voice in this moment
right? because like this is the kind of sound we want whether or not that went over
well is a different question but like that kind of like that kind of so when you're
kind of dancing between these two. Um I don't know what my question is here I Guess I
think it's probably a question wrapped up on a compliment which is that is a lot to
carry. But when you're the when you're the music guy in the room. Let's just say that
and no one else is the music person because sometimes that sounds like that's what it
is. It's like you and the director and the da da da is there A you consistently seen
as the expert in a lot of those moments are you in the actor having one because
sometimes it feels that it would it would feel like to me the actor and you are the
most aware of what's happening in the music. When they're getting a scene direction
on stage with a director or something like that is that is that a dance that you're
doing very often I'm not sure my question's not that Articulate. So I'm wondering if
you're if you're picking up something here that I'm trying to say.

20:41.58

Brad

Well I think the answer to your question that we're not exactly sure what the
question is but I'm not exactly sure this is the answer but it might be Brian I think
it actually comes back to that that idea of curiosity because if you have a sense if
you enjoy.

20:51.68
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BRIAN

Let's try.

20:59.49

Brad

Sort of investigating what is going to be the way that I can relate to this actor
versus what is the relate way I can relate to a playwright or to the composer you
need to be curious to figure out how you can be most helpful to that person. So you
know using your example of like use thus Verbrat or more Verrado Well as I've gotten
I hope.

21:14.20

BRIAN

Ah.

21:19.33

Brad

Better at this and have done it for longer. My curiosity has led me to realize that
there's a different way in for every different kind of performer some performers like
to talk about things like did I use too much bravado or too little verbrado did I
hold the whole note long enough should I have tied it over to an eighth note. And
once I see that that's where the brain works then it's like great. Okay I'm going to
relate to them on that level but plenty other performers do not want to talk about
those things. It's not helpful to them and so my curiosity leads me to try to figure
out what's the way in for them. So maybe.

21:42.66
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BRIAN

Oh.

21:50.20

Brad

Any note I give them has to be through the acting has to be through their connection
to the story. Um, and then same thing for dealing with a playwright or dealing with a
composer that if my curiosity has brought me to a place of wanting to be helpful and
wanting to understand them I enjoy the challenge of like sort of.

22:08.52

BRIAN

You did it? Well I think it's a great word. Yeah.

22:09.60

Brad

Chameleing is that a word myself into it into ah a mode that I know is going to be
helpful to that person and the way I say 1 thing to 1 person is not going to be the
way I say it to another person.

22:20.48

BRIAN

Right? right? I think that was interesting. You say that because it's kind of like
the story of I'm losing the word right now but there are certain coach teaching I
think comulating is the word.
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22:27.36

Brad

Um, I think the word is come carmeleon inning.

22:33.53

BRIAN

But that's that's actually what it's like a full practice of like learning how
someone learns and then talking to them in that way or learning how someone responds
and is like a very I feel like that's something to do with linguistics but I might
have made that up. Um, so that that's who you're being all the time is really super
interesting. So I don't want to leave out all the incredible. Like stories that we
have here. But I wonder if there was one I'd also didn't want to spellill the beans
on something you wouldn't want to share a story about but you know Christy nebersol
Elton John um Heather Hadley um who from who is I always get Mary Poppins's name
wrong I always want to sell her the wrong last name so tell me who that actress is
again e but.

23:06.20

Brad

Well Ashley Brown was was the original Mary Poppins in New York yep and that we would
not do do the show with ah, many many of the marys from onon came and did it as well.

23:09.50

BRIAN

Right? Yeah, yeah, right and all over and at the muni other in in all these you know
is there any fantastic story that you feel comfortable sharing that you come back to
in a moment where either you felt like totally Gleeville or it's just silly.
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23:29.53

Brad

Um, yeah I mean there's a bunch um and most of them are silly in their own way. But
there was one that I'll never I'll never forget because if I just got chills again.
It was such a moment of um. Just sort of gentle generosity of spirit coming from of
all people Paul Mccartney so I did a concert in New York it was a benefit for Frank
Lester he was the composer who wrote guys and dolls and how to succeed in business.
All those wonderful shows and.

23:53.82

BRIAN

Wow.

24:06.45

Brad

I think it was his ah maybe the seventy fifth fiftieth anniversary of his passing I
don't I don't remember I was too focused on making it sound good. Um and something
that I didn't know was that Paul Mccartney owned the frank lesser library of music.
So Frank's widow

24:21.36

BRIAN

Weird.

24:25.57
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Brad

Joe Sullivan lot lesser I hope I'm it was Joe yes, reached out to Paul and said we're
doing this huge concert in New York with a full orchestra heavy hitter performers
Arda Mcdonald and art garfunkel and all these petty leon. Um, would you come perform
and Paul said yes.

24:44.67

BRIAN

Yeah.

24:45.23

Brad

Which was amazing. Ah Paul Mccartney is a beetle. Everyone just want to make sure if
you're under if you're under the age of 25 I needed to stay with me here. But he's a
big deal. Okay, so just take my word so he said yes, it was really exciting. Um.

24:51.00

BRIAN

Ah, everyone knows it.

24:55.98

BRIAN

Ah.
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25:03.11

Brad

Preparing to do his song I got to go to his suite at the st regis hotel and meet him
and sit down at the piano and work through a song with him and all that ah he sank
and he sang on a slow boat to China but the the part of the story. That's the best is
we finished the concert.

25:08.27

BRIAN

What was the song. What? what? What's the song though God tells what? so great. Okay.

25:21.38

Brad

A huge success and sold out and went really well and um, raised a lot of money for
the actors fund it was It was a benefit concert at the where were we the Minz cough
theater and on Broadway Huge Huge huge. Um, so we finished the concert and um out in
the lobby they had set up an area for you know? ah.

25:29.61

BRIAN

A huge one a big one? yeah.

25:40.35

Brad
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Press ops and and photographs and everything like that you know with a backdrop with
the logo of the concert all that sort of thing and my parents had flown in to see the
concert. It was. It was a big deal. It was it was a lot of fun. The concert finishes
all the actors go out into the lobby and they're sort of being shepherded out. There.
All the heavy hitters to have photos taken. Ah, with 1 another for the press I was
going to go out and I just was sort of standing in the back of the lobby with my
parents who were just so over the moon. They're like oh my god we just saw you
performance. You just conducted Paul Mccartney it's and so it was already a wonderful
and full moment I was just loving watching them all the flashlights. The flash is
going off that all of a sudden.

26:07.21

BRIAN

Yes.

26:13.80

BRIAN

Yes.

26:17.40

Brad

Ah, hear stop stop the stop the photos and the flights stop happening and it's Paul
Mccartney on the other end of the lobby and he goes. We can't take any more photos
without brad being in these photos. None of this concert. None of this could have
happened without him. Need him here right now come on brad come here next to me and
they literally I'm not making this of like open the velvet rope like the the
symbolism of the world I'm not supposed to be a part of and I got in the picture and
Paul's like come on down here brand next to me and put his armor on me and then we
kept taking photos.
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26:50.98

BRIAN

Wow.

26:55.30

Brad

And of course all the actors are like yes yes, of course of course Brady we be but
did we forget we were so busy getting our photos with Paul we somehow forgot to
invite him over but it was just it was such a cool moment and it was such a generous
moment that for someone like him who.

26:58.83

BRIAN

Ah.

27:11.80

Brad

There's not a bigger name in in the industry that he had the presences mind to say
hey that person on the other end of the lobby standing there with his parents I want
him to be a part of this too so come on over and I'll never forget that my parents
lost their minds. Are you kidding me? they they just died.

27:20.90

BRIAN
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I love that as you that's such a good. ah ah I'm sure Sheila lost it of Thisa so ah I
have to ask this question because I'm talking to musician.

27:28.73

Brad

Um.

27:34.15

BRIAN

Ah, what kind of music. Do you listen to? are you drawn to I mean I know some of the
answers to this but like when you're listening or you know tinkling the ivories at
home. What do you tend to lean toward.

27:45.92

Brad

And um, especially when it guns to music that I enjoy playing for myself. Um, you
know I can I always found myself going back to sort of the golden age of composers.
Um.

27:49.81

BRIAN

Awesome.

28:01.56
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Brad

Gershwin and Jerome Kern and Richard Rogers in some cases. Um Birdt Bach Rockck is a
here because there was such ah, a craft and an intelligence to to the way they wrote
and.

28:08.50

BRIAN

But Bark rock. Ah.

28:19.00

Brad

You know there is something amazing about the experience of you know, putting your
hands on the keys or however it is that you perform and in a way you know you're sort
of channeling whatever went into the writing of that piece by that composer and I
would rather try to sort of channel that in some small way than to try to channel.
Maybe.

28:29.38

BRIAN

Um, yeah.

28:38.35

Brad

Brihanna at the piano I Love her music is not necessarily the music I could go to
where I feel like I need to get inside piece of music right now. Um and sort of
experience. What writing it must have been like in a little teeny way.
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28:40.70

BRIAN

Ah sure. Ah.

28:53.40

BRIAN

Right? Yeah that's amazing. So um, so so a lot of listeners here are actors so I want
to tap into this for a second so you're in the room when people are auditioning.
You're in the room people are calling getting called back. You're in the room when
people are freaking out singing the song all the way through for the first time in
front of the director. What are some things that you would want to say to any actrics
that you ah for that moment in the audition room where you know it can be full of
nerves and knowing that you also coach actors I think this would be great to hear
from you.

29:17.13

Brad

Yeah, well I'll preface it by saying that a lot of this is has sort of shifted and
even listening to your last couple of episodes talking about you know how like self
taping is not going away and it's a thing and so I.

29:29.34

BRIAN

Yeah, wait pause are you seeing a lot of self tapes from musical theater. Are you
having to watch them at all. Yeah, okay, go wait. Let's go deep on this because I
have to tell you we've not had a lot of people talk about like ways to make those
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mobeta So can you I would love for you to share a little bit of that if you're if you
have some.

29:35.93

Brad

Oh yeah, oh yeah, oh this Oh my God hundreds of them.

29:48.57

BRIAN

You might not have the solutions but maybe like here's what I notice it doesn't look
good or here's I know this does look good I would love to hear some of that.

29:54.13

Brad

Yeah I mean I think um I'll address it just from a musical perspective because I
obviously don't have as much of an eye for sort of the optics of how it needs to look
to at least be in the world I mean I say that because you have your fabulous light on
and your gorgeous background.

30:03.90

BRIAN

Right.

30:11.24
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Brad

And I'm literally sitting in ah like a banquet hall sort of situation. So Obviously
the optics of the experience are not going to be my specialty um a lot of times. Um
Theaters. So as far as the music end of it goes a lot of times theaters will send.
Sort of ah like an audition tape of the accompaniment of whatever song they possibly
want you to Learn. So if it's for a callback as opposed to something you just you've
just performed yourself I think one of the biggest favors you can do for yourself if
it's possible is to hire someone to record that track rerecord that track for you.

30:44.82

BRIAN

Really why? tell me why.

30:46.72

Brad

Because a lot of times well because as you know Brian um, there's so much to you know
a good accompanist being able to sort of follow you and sort of support the sound
that you're trying to make and so when you're forcing yourself to sing on top of
sometimes it's even like a computerized track like they'll send I've heard so many
where they're like. Here's the piano to track. She has a piano track to play on top
of it I'm like it sounds like a robot played it. It's the most horrible thing ever.
How can you make that musical spend fifty bucks to hire an a copist to go through the
song with you a couple of times and then to record the track for you so that you can
then sing to that I think that makes.

31:08.98

BRIAN

Oh got it.
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31:20.50

BRIAN

Got it got it.

31:24.81

Brad

Ah, really huge difference. Um, and then you know there's just lots of ways that you
need to be smart about how you mix it and how you know the quality of the mic that
you're using and and that type of thing. But for me the the biggest issues when I
hear people singing on top of. Sort of a computerized piano track and it's not lined
up very well and it feels awkward and I feel like it shoots yourself on the foot
sometimes.

31:45.90

BRIAN

Is so what I'm hearing you say is when I hear that it's distracting me from the
performer I'm not I'm now thinking but I'm not I'm not in it anymore I'm somewhere
else So I'm not even able to take in what good things might be going on here because
it's it's taking it down a notch for me. Yeah, yeah.

31:59.23

Brad

Yeah, absolutely I think the other the other piece of advice I'd give again from a
musical perspective whether it's a self tape or an audition in the room. Um is you
Know. Of course it's important to select audition material that shows that you have
an understanding of the show that you're going in for so you're not going to sing
chandelier when you go in for an audition for guys and dolls great but don't get hung
up on it I tell this to people.
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32:23.57

BRIAN

Right.

32:29.28

Brad

All the time my students that come to coach get so hung up on finding like the
perfect piece that shows the bit It matters a little bit but mostly it doesn't matter
if you perform or tape a piece of music that you know you do so well and you knock it
out of the park.

32:31.91

BRIAN

The perfect song. Yes.

32:48.30

Brad

All you need to do is you know Brian is get to the point that that director or
producer or casting director says wow not quite the right song but great voice I'd
love their performance. Let's give them something to sing and bring it back in so
please don't get hung up and don't bring that energy into the audition room of like I
don't know if I found the perfect song for this I've never. Once ever in almakerers
casting a show had the experience of someone coming in singing stylistically the
wrong song for something and a tractor or a producer being like wow that is such a
fabulous voice. But. Because they chose a bad song I don't want to hear them sing
anything else. It's never happened. It's not happening.
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33:27.98

BRIAN

So and and everyone listened to it. You heard to hear hundreds and hundreds probably
thousands of auditions that Brad has been in the room for and what I just hear inside
of that brad is an actor's desire to control what they can and I can control the song
I sing.

33:42.29

Brad

Yes, yes.

33:44.60

BRIAN

So if I can control one piece of this I'm gonna get the song right? because then this
other part that I don't have like there's it's like a way to grab onto one piece I
can control my wardrobe I can control my song. These are the things I can control and
then when I go in the room. All the magic has to happen. Hopefully so I would just
say invest that energy into falling in love with the song. You've already chosen.

34:00.72

Brad

Absolutely.

34:02.53
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BRIAN

You know, embodying that character more making sure that you feel like the placement
is easy and not have to think about like that that that that energy is that's energy
that's trying to control your vulnerability protect your vulnerability which is
natural and normal and I would just say putting it into a place that is more actually
creative and artistic will be so much will just buy you so much more to think Bret.
You've just given us up. Given everybody a permissions up to maybe believe that a
little bit more.

34:23.70

Brad

I I think it's so true Brian and I think the point you made just to underscore again
because I feel like this happens somehow more in singing than in anything else and in
any other type of way that we audition sing something that you love because.

34:38.97

BRIAN

Oh.

34:41.67

Brad

As as we just said you you just want to get the callback. They're going to give you
something to learn then and so fine then we deal with learning a new piece of of
material. We learn learning a new segment of a song.

34:52.87

BRIAN
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We're gonna get pause for a moment for for people walking through the banquet hall
we're gonna leave that in because I think it's I think it's just selling us how much
where present you are at the merit lincolnhire.

34:55.55

Brad

Or are we able to edit it had to give you but well you know we're in Chicago and we
speak with very bright voices here. So it really carries okay hold on one second

35:08.86

BRIAN

Ah, certainly does um, got sure.

35:15.51

Brad

And okay, we're back. Ah, the only point I wanted to make Brian is there's no
substitute for the experience of seeing someone sing something that you can tell they
love singing it because it imbues it with I don't know what it is. Ah. An energy that
comes from a deeper place because you're singing from your gut. You're singing from
your heart wherever you sort of feel that coming from and that will always win out in
the end more than the the repertoire choice more than for me the outfit anything else
is. That sense of that connection with the material because then it literally comes
out of your body and and the shape of your voice and it's so important.

36:00.33

BRIAN
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I love that that's such a good. It's like ah the number 1 thing to take away for when
you're an audition is to love that song. Love that piece and I'm imagining. Yeah
right and I'm imagining even when it comes to a callback is like okay the song is
given to you so now find what you love about that song because that's gonna.

36:03.67

Brad

Seeing something you love. That's it.

36:15.98

BRIAN

That's gonna make you stand out against the other people who might be up against that
to make it about competition. But in that moment that's gonna make you memorable.
Let's say because we see you when you love the song.

36:23.86

Brad

Oh absolutely when you you can spot it in a second when someone is sort of fighting
the material when they don't think that they have something that they can relate to
in it when they've decided they don't love it and they're never going to love it. Um,
so the flip side is I can never remember casting someone. We were like boy you could
tell they really didn't enjoy singing that song. Let's cast them said no one ever so
find something in that you can relate to sometimes I like to tell my coaches my my
students who are working with. Callback audition material. That's difficult for them
in some way I say can you even try to love the challenge of singing this because if
you can bring an affection and a lightness of touch and a love for the.

37:06.83
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BRIAN

Ah.

37:14.40

Brad

The challenge that's been put in front of you like even that will come through and I
feel like it can be a really good place to start from.

37:18.17

BRIAN

Ah, yeah, that's a that's amazing way to think about it. So in you know Bret you've
worked on so many different shows in many different cities around the world. Um,
you're about to come to California when we just show spell the beans on that real
quick for everybody.

37:33.50

Brad

Yeah, so we're doing. We got the rights about a year ago to turn um a play called the
dark of the moon which gets was written I think back in the late 50 s it's been
around for a long time and we finally got the rights to turn it into a musical. So
we've done a couple of sort of small workshops and I'll be back in l a in March for a
month to do sort of our first full production of the show. The rubicon.

37:54.67

BRIAN
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At the rubicon. So we all have to go but right? So what I but my question here is you
know you've worked in with all these different people and all over the world and
different pieces and what keeps you coming back to it.

38:09.51

Brad

I'm not good at anything else. Wow.

38:13.69

BRIAN

I.

38:16.97

Brad

You know? ah we never as you know we like we never get it perfect No show like
there's some, there's a saying won't get exactly right? That's it's something like no
musical is ever finished. You just run out of time.

38:23.98

BRIAN

Aha.

38:33.28

BRIAN
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Um.

38:33.83

Brad

And so I think it's sort of a perpetual hunt. The perpetual investigation of how to
always do it better to make the process of it better to see if you can make a final
product better. Um, because. So many factors go into it. They go into the writing and
the creation of something new and you get addicted to it I'm addicted to it I I love
doing a Shelley Hello Dolly but I can't do I don't want to do um only things that
have been written before. My addiction is to trying to solve the puzzle of trying to
create a piece where you're like wow. All the pieces are coming together because that
synergy that sort of magic that like indescribable ephemeral like what is making this
show different. And the last one I worked on that something is clicking here and you
try so hard to figure it out and you talk about it with the director and you try to
nail down and be like why are we? So why are we kicking ass right now and the last
show we did was so sucky. What's different and that to me is addictive that feeling.

39:38.24

BRIAN

Yeah.

39:40.84

Brad

I Love it and so I chase after it because it makes me feel alive and gives me the
challenge and it's hard and wonderful and all those things.

39:46.53

BRIAN
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So I'm going to push you again because that's such a beautiful answer what does
chasing it teach you.

39:54.96

Brad

Um, it so well for me I think chasing is not a great word. Probably no, It's okay,
but the reason I'm I'm picking up on that is because um.

40:01.32

BRIAN

Great, yeah pick everyone? yeah.

40:12.69

Brad

You know if you feel like you're always in a mode like reaching for something wanting
trying to make something that can be um, tiring so part of what okay this is reading
I get on a level here. So I don't know if this makes sense. But.

40:13.82

BRIAN

And.

40:28.52

BRIAN
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Let's do it.

40:29.76

Brad

You know when that equation that is just describing when it all lines up when all the
pieces the performers, the writers the sort of the staging when all those pieces are
sort of coming together in a way and you've been working so hard you have been
chasing trying to make it happen at some point it gets to a level where you sort of
release it and let it go and just sort of see. How it's going to sort of exist on its
own. So I think the chasing has to have a balance of also being able to just take
your hands off of it and allow it to be what it is and I think to be to put a finer
point on that for me. It's when I have to stand back and you allow the actors to do
their thing when you have you can't interfere anymore you have to allow their craft
and their sort of indescribable thing that they can do that I could never do let them
do it and then see what happens.

41:08.78

BRIAN

And me.

41:22.73

BRIAN

Um, yeah, that's I got this image and it may not align with what you image but I had
this is like geppetto and use a marionettes and then go and then the moment we all
figured out where everything goes then we cut all the strings.

41:24.31

Brad
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Um, so that that release I think is a really important part of it.

41:37.61

BRIAN

And we see what do they do it with this when the strings are gone and they are now
putting on the show like that's one that the that that that magic is continuing to
teach you something.

41:46.58

Brad

That's that's exactly what it is and in that moment when you cut the strings. Maybe
it's a first preview performance or it's a first run through in front of a lot of
people and that moment when you cut the strings is such ah, a breathless feeling of
like has all of the work. We've been doing. Gotten us to a point where we're ready to
get to this next point sometimes you snip the strings and the marionettes fall down
and you can still try to pick them back up. It's really hard other times you snip the
strings and the performers take over and now they're the only ones who are in charge.

42:05.20

BRIAN

Yeah.

42:12.95

BRIAN

And.
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42:17.62

Brad

And you just have to let them do what they do and that's a really magical thing. Why
do you think.

42:22.63

BRIAN

That's awesome. What are the things I've see inside of that bread and you may have
this awareness already but like I think a lot of us might see the music director or
the arranger the senior supervisor as someone who does their thing outside of the
performance but in the same way that an actor when the lights go down and the
curtain's about to go up. You are on that same ride with them in that same ride till
the curtain goes down to the applause happens of is it is it going to go well tonight
is it going to work tonight right? and I think that any person who's really invested
in their show has that little. Moment that that live theater moment of like is this
really going to work tight. Even if we've done it 600 times like is it are we still
going to tell the story tonight. It's why we tell the story. Be.

42:59.66

Brad

Is give me that once on this island. How can anyone not like playing for your voice
lessons this and that sound you gave us is good days. Um, you know it's It's one of
the things that I love the best about my job and I I sort of treat it as an honor.

43:05.78

BRIAN

Ah, for sure. Ah.
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43:17.00

Brad

That if it's a show that I'm conducting. Um, you know I get to have I get to straddle
both worlds. So I have one foot in the world of working with the directors and the
writers and the producers making them happy and thinking objectively and being very
sort of academic about how we can make this better move this song do all this and
then. They all just have to sit in the dark theater and they can't do a damn thing
about the show once the show begins. They just have to sit there and watch it and if
the marionettes are going to fall over. They just have to sit there and just watch
the marionettes laying on the ground just being miserable hating their marionette
lives.

43:42.94

BRIAN

Right.

43:52.19

BRIAN

Right.

43:54.13

Brad

I Get to be the only person on the team that can then enter into the world of the
performers and of the actors and I can actually do something I can affect change I
can try to make some element of the performance better. But most importantly I'm in a
performing mode along with the actors and if you're not an actor.
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44:00.47

BRIAN

I Mean ah.

44:13.99

Brad

That's an amazing thing to be a part of it's such an honor to get to be like welcomed
into that world and they know you're there and I know there and I'm sort of smiling
like hello. Let thank you for letting me in. Thank you for letting me be a part of
the craft of it all and um, that to me is. Ah, really, really fun part of it and I'm
the only person on the quotequote other side of the table who gets to do that unless
the director decides to put on an incognito situation and be part of the um beggars
in les miserable Rob which happened once.

44:35.75

BRIAN

Um, yeah.

44:46.82

BRIAN

Oh I didn't know that Wow good. You're.

44:50.90

Brad
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I won't say which but 1 of the directors decided he was going to make a cameo
appearance in one of the um, what's the the structure in le miserableserro that
they're all standing on is the the portrait the barricque thank you and they just did
a little cameo appearance a little alfred hischcock moment.

44:59.96

BRIAN

The barricade.

45:07.83

Brad

Just dressed in full French peasant wear it just traes to cross the stage so they
could be a part of it that doesn't count nothing count.

45:15.56

BRIAN

Ah, oh god that doesn't count. Well Brett read I want to kind of ah to kind of as
we're wrapping this up I wanted to just make sure we that everyone who's listening
really heard that this was a new information for me. Um, that like that part a
reminder I guess or. And you did a reframe around like yes, you are with that. You're
the only person on the creative team who's there with them and what I hear underneath
this is such a high regard and love for performers and for performing. Um and I just
want to thank you for that because I think that a lot of times an actor can feel
alone. Even in the rehearsal room or and even in that even when it's when it's not as
high stakes when it's a rehearsal roommor or high stakes when it is the audition room
and to just hear that I think is really reaffirming to a lot of people who will be
listening right now and also gives us all those of us are the people who are not
actors just a beautiful perspective on how you fit into. The creation of an awesome
musical or a not awesome musical but a great production. Let's say um, ah so I know
you need to go get to put on your matinee today. Um, but to to leave us in a place if
you can I've got 3 questions to ask you.
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46:16.38

Brad

Um, f.

46:19.21

BRIAN

Ah, we're asking these now at the end of some our episodes. What is there anything
you're reading right now that you would share with our audience as something you'd
recommend I Already know the answer to this so you better say what? I think you're
going to say.

46:26.82

Brad

Um, well right now I'm reading Mary Rogers Memoir which is just juicy and hilarious
and delicious and I mean she just she's such an interesting person. She was such a
talent in her own right.

46:31.63

BRIAN

Yes.

46:43.81

Brad
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And and frankly she just has dirt on every Broadway legend that ever lived and now
that she's dead and now that all of them are dead. It's all coming out and it's
really fabulous to read? it's It's a really fun read at the moment.

46:46.84

BRIAN

Really.

46:54.63

BRIAN

Okay I think a lot of people might think of that as Dusty or old fashioned. But what
you're actually saying is like no, it's way more the real houseways of musical
theater than you think so like jump in and have some fun and the artistry of it all
as well.

47:03.76

Brad

Oh my god jump in they have some fun and just appreciate that whether you're talking
about people working on a project in the 50 s or people working on something in the
twenty Twenty s it's all the same we all drive each other nuts in the same way and
love each other in the same way. Nothing changes.

47:19.22

BRIAN

Ah, um, and is there anything that you're binge watching right now. Everyone's
looking for their latest binge anything you're watching right now.
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47:27.95

Brad

Um, binge watching I'm getting myself caught back up on Handmaid's tale so I'm doing
I'm on business. We even though I know that there are later seasonls so yeahm doing a
lot of binging of that. It's a dark binge. It's a deep dark.

47:30.62

BRIAN

Got it great so you're a depressed type this month

47:39.48

BRIAN

Yeah I I love your watching in the middle of the fall going into winter Chicago.
Okay, last question is there a self-care practice that you might share with our
listeners one that you're aware of or 1 that you might not even be something that
you're super conscious around.

47:42.71

Brad

And but I know but I'm doing it I Just love it. It's so good.

47:58.54

BRIAN
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Because I know sometimes when I ask that question people go wait. Do I even have 1

48:03.35

Brad

Well, there are a few things and I'm trying to think if there were one that I
couldn't live without it would be well well a self care. Um.

48:11.80

BRIAN

Whoa That's a hard question tougher than the one I put to you but go for.

48:21.22

Brad

Um I think.

48:30.43

Brad

Um I think practicing empathy with the people you work with in a way is the best
Self-care. You can give yourself. Because when you can forgive other people for
things or hold them up in certain ways or try to relate to them in certain ways
you're also allowing yourself to be vulnerable and you're sort of doing the same
thing for yourself. So I think um. Trying to operate from a place of empathy and a
little gratitude as often as you can is the most important thing for me and it's not
always easy for me to do that. But that's what makes me feel the best.
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49:09.24

BRIAN

Awesome I Love you so much Brad That's such a great answer you too.

49:13.22

Brad

Brian I'm so happy to get to talk to you about this we we will. We talked about all
these snippets in short little moments over the last twenty however years we've known
each other but it's nice to really talk about it.

49:26.50

BRIAN

Thank you so much for coming on the show and and and sharing Really what's so close
to your heart and what keeps you keeps you getting up every day appreciate especially
before you're about to go do a show. So I guess break a leg is what I need to say
now. Um wait if anybody is looking to like see what you're up to or to.

49:37.44

Brad

Um, thank you? Okay who we will for sure.

49:43.40

BRIAN
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Get coaching with you. Where's the places they can go to do that Brad great and we
will link to that in the show notes as well and that's brad b r a DH a a k music dot
com thank you so much brad all right I'll text you later. Love ya. Ah bye.

49:45.64

Brad

Ah, go to my website bradhaakmusic.com

49:55.15

Brad

Um, that's right. Thanks Brian that's grab a okay i.
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